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APPENDIX.
SIR PHILIP SIDNEY'S TRANSLATION OF THE PSALMS.
Sidney's writings were not those of one at leisure to indulge to the utmost his taste for
literature. It is misleading to class him primarily as a man of letters, instead of as a generous patron
of learning.1 But if his circumstances made his poetry and prose less formal than the utterances of
scholars who had time to polish their compositions, this fact, which accounts for his literary
incompleteness, does not dimmish the human interest of his expressions. Even the recreations of such
an intellect as his may be more revealing than the finished products of mediocrity.
His Songs and Sonnets were written, as he explained, "to case a burdened heart"; and his
Arcadia, to please his sister Mary Countess of Pembroke. His metrical Psalms represent a more
ambitious venture; as also does his translation, "De la Vtritt de la Religion Chrestiennc."
As with all his works—except the Defence of the Earl of Leicester*—no original MS of the
Psalms has yet been discovered. The Penshurst volume is a copy, and "John Davics of the Citty
of Hereford" is attested as the "handwritcr hereof."3
Beautifully transcribed and decorated with golden capitals, this may possibly be the
"translation of the whole Eoo\ of Psalmes in English verse by Sir Philip 'Sidney, writt curiously
and bound in crimson velvet and gilt," cited in the iyth century by Aubrey as having been in the
 1	See E.E. Vol. I. pp. xxx-xxxi.
 2	Russell of Aden MS, E.E. Vol. V, plate 13.
3	The known MSS. are: (i) Penshurst MS: begins with Psalm IV. Copied by " John Davies of die
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Vol. II, p. 202, this MS. was not originally at Penshurst but purchased "from the Bright Sale)
but Grosart was not always accurate, and a MS. note inside the vol: describes it as "at Penshurst
until a few years ago."
 (2)	Bodleian MS. Rawl. Poet. 25.   Note by S. Woodford, " The  original  copy  is  by  mee.
Given me by my brother Mr. John John Woodford who bought it among other broken books
to putt up coffee powder ... But from this place" (head of Psalm CXXXI) " to the end of my
Copy is defective, the leaves being torn off. Ita tcstu Sam: Woodforde who for S* Philip Sidney's
sake, and to preserve such a remaine of him undertook the tiresome task of transcribing. i6V/s."
He seems to mean " by mee" to denote beside me.   But does not say of what date or in whose
hand this "original" was.
 (3)	Oxford, MS. Rawl: Poet 24: " The Psalmes o] David .... begun by the noble and learned
gent S* P. Sidney Kt and finished by the R. honorable the Countess of Pembroke, his Sister, and
by her direction and appointment."   Estimated in Bodleian Catalogue as circa "1620-30?"
J
4) Oxford, Wadham College MS. 25, inscribed "Richard Warner   1738"   and   noted   as
ected by the late Ld Somers."
(5) Oxford, Queen's College MS. 341. "The Psalmes of David done into English Verse By y°
most noble and vertuous gent S* Philip Sidney, Knight."
(6 & 7) Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. 0.1.5.1. & R.3.i6. which last ends on p. 303 Finis Sir
Ph. Sydney &» (B.M. Add. MS. 12048; and 12047. Which of these, if any, is the MS cited in
the nrst (known) printed version (1823) as then in possession of Dr. Cotton at Christ Church,
Oxford, the present writer cannot hazard an opinion.

